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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental methodology to determine a Friction Stir Welding (FSW) means of production based on the experimental study of the tool / material mechanical interactions generated during the welding operation. These two stages have been identified as being characteristic for the qualification of a FSW equipment. This paper presents the experimental results of the parametric study done on the plunging and welding phases. Ranges of forces and torques diagrams were established according to the processing parameters, in order to qualify a means of production and select the process parameters allowing the operation on the available FSW equipment.

Introduction

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) is an innovative welding process commonly known as being a solid state welding process [1]. This particularity gives it the availability to weld almost all types of aluminum alloys, even the one classified as non-weldable by fusion welding due to hot cracking and poor solidification microstructure in the fusion zone [2]. Furthermore, it meets the need from industrials to join similar or dissimilar aluminum parts together or with other metals like cupper or steel. This should be convincing arguments for industrials to use it. To perform FSW, a non-consumable rotating tool, made up of a shoulder and a pin, is inserted into the interface of two workpieces rigidly clamped to avoid any movement. Once the shoulder in contact with the surface’s workpieces, a constant down force is applied on the tool and is moved along the joint line, bounding the workpieces together. The Fig. 1 presents a schematic drawing and a picture of the FSW process.

Fig. 1 - Schematic drawing of Friction Stir Welding of two plates

The welding processing parameters, Fz, N and \( v_a \) are chosen in order to ensure the energy input and the tool kinematics in order to achieve a defect-less weld. In consequence, the FSW operation leads to the generation of a tool / workpiece mechanical interaction. So, during the whole welding process forces and torques are generated in the three directions. These process forces are generally described as being the most disadvantage of this welding process [3], because they are impacting the welding equipment requirements. Today, for most industrial applications, special dedicated machine were developed. These kinds of equipments, as not standard, are generally expensive. In consequence, the industrials are reluctant to adopt this new technology. So, if the production equipment cost could be reduced this technology will certainly widespread in terms of applications. Therefore, our research field is the industrialization of the friction stir welding, in order to provide tools to industrials to qualify a FSW welding equipment and the whole clamping device. The objective is to enable the use of standard and flexible welding equipment allowing the FSW of complex geometries, to offer a wide range of applications. To select and qualify a FSW equipment for a given application a methodology has been developed by Zimmer et al. [4]. It is based on the analysis of the
interactions generated during welding between the product, the process and the resources. The Fig. 2 illustrates this approach. It leads to the determinations of the characteristics parameters to write down the technical requirements for the FSW equipment and the required clamping device.

To achieve to this goal, Zimmer et al. [4] studied the interactions between the tool / workpiece interface and the tool / workpiece kinematics and mechanical interactions. The study of tool / workpiece kinematics and mechanical interactions is a local approach describing the local tool position and orientation, for each location of the welding path, according to the welding surface. It also defines the tool kinematics and the mechanical load applied on the tool to perform the operation. So, for each location of the welding path, the tool position and orientation is associated with the tool kinematics and the mechanical interactions applied on the tool. On the other hand, the analysis of the tool / workpiece interface interactions is a global approach leading to the determination of the whole positions and orientations of the tool during welding, according to the welding surface. Therefore, it defines the workspace required. This analysis has been preformed through a global investigation of the mechanical interaction generated during FSW. The tool / material mechanical interactions have been analyzed through the process forces and torque generated [4, 5]. This analysis permit to identify the two welding stages characteristic for the characterisation of a FSW equipment, namely the welding and the plunging stage. Therefore, these two welding stages should be investigated in order to analyze the influence of the processing parameters on the tool / workpiece mechanical interactions. All the analysis has been performed through experimental data collected during the welding with an instrumented FSW machine, the MTS I-STIR 10. In order to enable the use of a flexible and standard welding equipment, allowing the FSW of complex geometries, like an industrial the tool / workpiece mechanical interactions should be reduced. So, a method to achieve this goal is to work on the processing parameters. The Fig. 2 presents relationship between the input and output parameters in FSW with an emphasis on the load transmitted to the FSW welding equipment. Special attention will be paid to the influence of the FSW processing parameters on these parameters. The relationship between the processing parameters and the forces and torque generated were studied through a design of experiment experimental campaign for these two stages.

The results of these experimental campaigns will permit the characterisation of Friction Stir equipment. In this paper, we will present the result of the plunge experimental campaign and how these results can be used to characterize Friction Stir Spot Welding with an industrial robot.
Analysis of the plunge stage

The plunge corresponds to the beginning of the welding operation; the tool has to be inserted into the joint line. The Fig. 3 presents a schematic view of the plunging sequence. At the beginning of the plunge, the tool is placed at the workpieces interface on the top surface. The two workpieces are rigidly clamped, near the plunge position, in order to avoid axial and transversal workpieces movements. After being placed into rotation, the tool is animated with a movement, in the rotation axis direction, with a velocity $v_p$. Once, the parameterized plunging depth $\Delta z$ reached, the stage is finished. The tool shoulder is then, perfectly in contact with the workpieces’ top surface.

The processing parameters and the output parameters are given by the Fig. 4. It can be noted that the characteristic parameters for this stage, $F_z$ and $C_z$, are resulting from the material response of the applied processing parameters. If the FSW means of production has an axial force limit, depending on the processing parameters this limit could be reached. Therefore, it is important to choose processing parameters leading to acceptable axial force during the plunge in order to avoid damages to the means of production.

The Fig. 5 presents the characteristic curves of the axial force and spindle torque generated during the plunging operation. It represents the tool / workpiece mechanical interactions throughout the stage. The axial force $F_z$ rises strongly during the first plunge millilitres, corresponding to the pin insertion into the cold material. Then, the pin is progressively inserted inside the workpieces leading to frictional and material plastic deformation heat generation, softening the material above the pin. Thus, the tool penetration is facilitated, leading to an axial force decrease. The insertion of the pin into the workpieces displaces approximately the pin volume material [7]. This leads to the formation of extruded material moving upwards the pin [6], Fig. 3-B. Then, the tool shoulder comes into contact with this extruded material, pushing it down to the workpieces surface. The squeezed material flows under the shoulder to form a continuous flash around it, Fig. 3-C. It generates a new axial force rise until reaches a peak at the end of the penetration when the tool shoulder is fully in contact with the workpieces top surface. Furthermore, it increases the tool / material surface in contact involving a shear stress increase and consequently a torque increase. The forces and torque maximal intensities appeared generally at the end of the penetration, quite simultaneously. Therefore, for a
static qualification of a FSW means of production, the maximal axial force and torque should be considered simultaneously for the calculation.

Fig. 5: Force and torque evolution according to the plunging depth

Experimental procedure

Plunge experimental testing were performed in order to study the influence of the principal processing parameters, Fig. 2, the rotational speed \( N_p \) and the plunging speed \( v_p \), on the maximal axial force and torque, \( F_z \text{ max} \) and \( C_z \text{ max} \). To proceed a variation of 33\% and a 66\% was applied on \( N_p \) and \( v_p \) according to the plunge processing parameters used during the welding operation. The tool acceleration / deceleration were calibrated in the same manner for each trial.

Results and discussion

The experimental investigation performed on this stage showed that the curve evolutions and maximal axial force and torque are depending on the process parameters. The Fig. 6 present the evolution of the axial force (Fig. 6-A) and the spindle torque evolution (Fig. 6-B) according to the spindle frequency while other processing parameters are constant. The axial force and torque are decreasing with increasing of the spindle frequency. This implies that the mechanical interactions between the tool and the workpiece are changing according to the processing parameters.

The torque evolution, and therefore the mechanical power \( (C \times \omega) \) dissipated into the workpiece during the plunge are depending on the processing parameters leading to different thermo-mechanical conditions. This heat input difference, from one trial to another, explains the different axial force evolution and the peak intensity difference.
The Fig. 7 presents the maximal forces evolution according to the processing parameters. The lowest axial force appears when tool rotational frequency, $N$, is high and the plunging speed, $v_p$, is low. The lowest spindle torque appears as $N$ is the highest. Therefore, the analysis showed that the maximal forces and torque were both a functions of $N$ and $v_p$. Overall, two general tendencies can be identified. The first one is for a given $N_p$, the values of $F_z\max$ and $C_z\max$ increases as $v_p$ increases. The second tendency is for a given $v_p$, as $N_p$ increases, the maximal forces and torques decreases. This is due to the change of the generated thermo-mechanical interactions between the tool and the workpiece. The global analysis shows that $F_z\max$ is a function of $N_p$ and $v_p$ but is more sensitive to the evolutions of $v_p$ than $N_p$. On the other side, $C_z\max$ is still a function $N_p$ and $v_p$, but is more sensitive to the evolutions of $N_p$ than $v_p$. So, the lowest axial force and spindle torque occurred when the spindle frequency is the highest and the plunging speed is the lowest, i.e. when the heat input generated due to friction between the tool and the workpiece is the highest and the generated heat has time to be dissipated inside the workpiece by conduction, increasing the workpiece temperature in the plunging zone.
The analysis showed that the forces and torques generated during the plunging stage could be reduced by working on the processing parameters.

Fig. 7: A - Evolution of the maximal axial force according to the processing parameters, B- Evolution of the maximal spindle torque according to the processing parameters

**Force and torque diagram according to the processing parameters**

By drawing the maximal axial force and torque occurring during the plunging stage according to the couple of parameters \( N_p \) and \( v_p \), an experimental plunging test experiment diagram can be dressed up, Fig. 7. Arbitrary force ranges are presented on the Fig. 8. As a FSW means of production is limited on axial force this force ranges can be used in order to select the appropriate sets of parameters to perform the applications on the means of production available, according to the force generated and to the stage productivity.

These results are interesting to select the appropriate sets of parameters to define the plunge stage or to perform Friction Stir Spot Welding.

Fig. 8: Maximal axial force and spindle torque according to \( N_p \) and \( v_p \)
Characterizing the FSW welding equipment, i.e. a serial kinematic robot

To characterize a FSW machine and workpieces work-holding device, it is necessary to verify that:

1. The tool can be placed in the position and orientation, according to seam, along the whole welding path, i.e. the trajectory can be followed. In the case of Friction Stir Spot Welding, it a one or a succession of position and orientation that is imposed. The notion of following a welding path is not required.

2. The machine can apply or withstand the force and torque generated by the tool on the welded material. It can be done, for a first approximation statically, by calculating the force and torque generated in each machine actuator and then verify if the load applied doesn’t exceed the one admissible.

3. The tool deviation occurring during the welding operation, generated due to machine lack of stiffness, is less than the one admissible. By using a machine stiffness model, it is possible to determine the tool deviation along the welding path and verify that the deviation is less than the one admissible.

By verifying these 4 points, the FSW machine is characterized from a static point of view.

Using a serial kinematics robot to perform Friction Stir Spot Welding

The two workpieces are placed in the robot workspace, on the welding table in front of him. They are clamped together (Fig. 9). The whole application, the robot, the welding head, the tool, the workpieces and the clamping device, is modelized in a software like DELMIA©. Thanks the software the tool accessibility, on the welding path or the welding points can be verified. Moreover, it is possible to obtain the position of the robot angular position. These data will permit to determine the required motor torque applied on each articulation motor. It is then possible to compare the one calculated with the one admissible for each motor.

As presented on the Fig. 9, the Friction Stir Spot Welding operation is composed of 4 points workpiece

The welding points are at 1000mm (P₁), 1300mm (P₂), 2000mm (P₃) and 2300mm (P₄) above the base of the robot. With the diagram on Fig. 8 we select the processing parameters permitting to realize the operation with a first approximation. Hence, the diagram can be restricted with the machine force and torque
capacities. The maximal axial force allowed by the welding head is 14kN and the maximal torque is 60Nm. So, the only experimental point satisfying these two criteria is for the following processing parameters: the plunging \( v_p = 7\text{mm/min} \) and \( N_p = 2000\text{tr/min} \). For these experimental points, the maximal axial force generated is 11.6kN and the spindle torque is 49.2Nm. By calculating the required motor torque at each robot articulation, for each of the four points, it appears that for the points at \( P_3 \) and \( P_4 \), the torque generated at some articulation is greater than the one admissible. This means that, if the operation is performed, the robot safety system will stop the application due to current overflow. Therefore, the welding application positioned and oriented in this configuration inside the workspace doesn’t allow the welding feasibility. So, with a serial kinematics robot, the welding capacities will depend on:
- the processing parameters chosen and the generated process forces and torque
- the position and orientation of the tool inside the workspace.
Therefore, the welding capacities of a serial kinematics robot can not be directly be drawn inside the process windows.

**Conclusion and future work**

To qualify a FSW equipment experimental investigations have been performed on the welding at constant speed stage and the plunging stage. It permits to evaluate the tool / material interactions through the process forces and torque generation according to the processing parameters, for one material, thickness and tool geometry. The experimental results permit to establish diagrams presenting the axial force according to the processing for the two stages characteristics for a FSW equipment static qualification. These diagrams permit to select the process windows ranges allowing the FSW with the available mean of production. To complete these work, another dimension should be added to this diagram, the weld mechanical properties in order to select the processing according to the weld quality and the available FSW equipment.
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